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both republican and Allied politicians from realizing that when
Hindenburg took the oath to the Republic, the Republic had for
the first time been definitely established. The Nationalist party
as such was never again a menace though individual Nationalists
were to be more than that; the bitter edge of their opposition
to the Republic had been taken off and that was the most notable
and should have been an obvious result of the election. Little.,
indeed, did the democracy which was within an ace of panicking
think that seven years later both the democracy that had panicked
and the nationalism that had jubilated would be rallying des-
perately to the marshal in deadly fear of a newer nationalism that
was out to give short shrift to the new and to the old Germany
alike.
Election excitements over, Stresemann could get on with his
most delicate task under slightly more favourable conditions. The
Allies soon recovered from their fears, and though the election
provided them with a ready propaganda argument, it was of little
effect; the reality spoke too clearly. The Dawcs plan, it was
admitted, had solved very little but an accountancy problem; in
a sense it had solved nothing. On the wider view it had touched
only a minor economic issue; the major political issue was still
untouched and here no experts could be co-opted, Even before
Ebert's death Stresemann had launched his first bolt,* What was
behind all the Allied fears of Germany, behind all the insistence
on fulfilment, behind all the constant interferences in German
affairs, even on points of not the slightest real importance, was
France's fear of war—with the characteristic cowardly phrase-
turning of the age we call it France's desire for security, to the
contemporary political mind any negative being worth two posi-
tives. To touch directly on that point was impossible, for France's
fears were not for 1925 but for an indefinite, incalculable future,
What Stresemann did was to revive, and in very concrete form,
the idea of a Franco-German mutual guarantee pact on the basis
of the Versailles settlement, a pact which should further be
guaranteed by other interested Allied powers and which should
* The official offer of a guarantee pact was made in February 19255 unofficial
negotiations had been proceeding for some months,

